
Pantomime Notes



Eye Contact-2 people look in each          
others eyes at the same time

Facial Expressions
 Movement of the facial muscles to show emotion



 Gestures
◦ Expressive movements of the body or limbs

 Physical contact
◦ Physically touching someone to establish communication



 Tempo/Rhythm
◦How quickly/slowly an individual moves

 Proximity
◦The distance between individuals



 What types of professions utilize non verbal communication?
 Make a list.



 The art of telling a story without speech
 Often called “the art of silence”
 A form of  acting without words by using facial expressions and gestures
 Non-verbal communication



 Preceded the drama in ancient times
 Goes hand in hand with dance
 Forerunner to ballet
 Attained highest form in 16th

century
 Developed from famous Commedia dell’Arte characters



Marcel Marceau
◦Today’s most famous mime artist
◦Made Americans aware of the power of mime



 Inspired by great silent film comedians, Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton
 Created the life cycle (9 cycles)



 To encourage meaningful movement, significant gesture, and animated facial expression 
 A responsive, expressive body is an actor’s greatest asset
 Pantomime demands a flexible and expressive body



 To some extent, the body is the outer expression of the inner personality
 Inner personality is also partly the result of physical attributes



 Pantomime is generally thought of as telling a story through actions
 Mime is a more stylized form of the art, frequently involving the traditional black and white costume and white face makeup.



 Clean the Slate
◦ Method by which to change facial or physical expressions

 Unity of Body
◦ Entire body is engaged in activity being performed



 Use of Stage
◦ Making full use of the stage areas, not staying in one location

 Blocking
◦ Planned movement on stage



Do not the most moving moments of our lives find us without words? -Marcel Marceau 


